A labyrinth can become a centerpiece for public and private gardens, function and reception centres and retreat spaces. Used for ceremony, reflective space or aesthetic beauty, there are many types of labyrinth designs that are suitable for all occasions.
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BENEFITS FOR VENUES
A labyrinth is a beautiful landscape feature and is a valued addition to any space, private or public, aesthetic or functional. The benefits of a labyrinth for venues are:

• It will create a sense of beauty and mystery in the environment
• It has the potential to attract visitors to a venue especially for formal interaction as a ceremonial space
• Visitor numbers increase through a desire to interact with the labyrinth in a non formal capacity, a “self guided” interaction which is always available without the need for staffing or supervision
• Venue promotion can be increased and targeted towards the uniqueness of the labyrinth
• A heart shaped labyrinth in a wedding venue is romantically symbolic and adds appeal and ideal photo opportunities
• The labyrinth is a great space to connect and play for children

BENEFITS FOR CLIENTS
Visitors having access to a Labyrinth are able to enjoy:

• The visual and aesthetic beauty of the landscape it creates
• Having a space in which to contemplate, relax and reflect for self growth and awareness
• Using the space for formal connection and ceremony with a sense of sacredness
• As a focal point it is attractive to people of all walks of life and age, in particular, the very young and old enjoy this novel space to explore.

THE LABYRINTH COLLECTIVE CAN

• Offer a site visit to discuss opportunities to incorporate a labyrinth into your site.
• Design and document the perfect labyrinth in conjunction with your site and ideas
• Install the final design with chosen materials or
• Instruct others in how to create their own labyrinth
• Introduce clients to the labyrinth with intention setting ceremony
• Support for promoting the labyrinth and including it on the labyrinth finder website
• Facilitation of ceremonial labyrinth walks for users or clients alike